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Many offenses alcohol-linked
by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

Alcohol related or induced
court offenses are more common In Bowling Green than in
other small towns because of the
large percentage of college students, according to Bowling
Green Municipal Court Judge
James Bachman.
Bachman said the most common crimes committed by students are alcohol-related, such
as automobile offenses, theft
and trespassing, open container

violations and party-related offenses.
The primary alcohol-related
automobile offenses are speeding and running stop signs,
Bachman said. When a person is
driving under the influence of
alcohol he is more likely to commit these moving violations, he
said.
Under the old drunk driving
law, the arresting officer had to
prove that the subject driving
was impaired. With the new law.
in effect since 1963, a 0.10 blood
alcohol content level is the only

pre-requisite for a drunk driving
arrest, Bachman said.
IN 1W2, 38 percent of the peo
Se arrested in the Bowling
reen Municipal Court district
were convicted; in 1964, 73 percent of those arrested were convicted.
While the percentage of convictions is increasing, the number of arrests is decreasing,
Bachman said. In 1982, there
were 427 arrests in the Bowling
Green Municipal Court district;
in 1984, 338 persons were ar-

rested.

Under the old law, persons
convicted were fined an average
of |135. Under the new law, a
convicted drunk driver is automatically fined $350, must pay
175 for an assessment of whether
he has an alcohol problem, is
sentenced to 72 consecutive
hours In jail and has his liscense
suspended for 60 days.
People trespassing on private
property with their automobiles
Is another problem for police.
Bachman said, often, instead of
driving when they are drunk,

people choose to leave their cars
in private lots. As a result, their
cars are towed.
Alcohol-related thefts are also
a problem in the community,
Bachman said. It is common for
people to appear in court who,
after having had a few drinks,
have stolen from a store.
"SO MUCH of the time it's a
small item ... I am amazed at
the number of young adults that
don't know that shoplifting is a
crime," he said.
"Dine and dash," the practice

of leaving a restaurant without
paying for your meal, is grouped
under this type of theft.
"The sad thing about (minor
thefts) Is a lot of prospective
employers run record checks
... and they won't hire a thief,"
Bachman said.
Carrying open containers of
alcohol on public property is
another common crime in Bowling Green.
Often, a person with an open
container of alcohol sees a police
officer approaching him, Bach• See Alcohol, page 5.

Differences
narrowed for
summit meeting
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Voicing optimism that they could
produce results. Secretary of State George Shultz and Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze met yesterday to try to
narrow differences before the November U.S.-Soviet summit meeting.
Shultz was asked at the start if he expected the scheduled fourhour session to produce results. "Of course," he told reporters.
Shevardnadze said that, for the Soviet side, "we always count for
the best."
But he was evasive when asked if he was bringing a new arms
control proposal to discuss with Shultz yesterday and with President
, Reagan in Washington tomorrow.
"If I tell you all, afterwards I will have no answers," he said,
speaking through a translator.
Both Shultz and Shevardnadze smiled frequently and chatted
freely during a five-minute photo session before beginning their
meeting, regarded as one of several pre-summit consultations.
Reagan is to meet with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev in
Geneva Nov. 19-20, and the meetings at the United Nations and in
Washington this week are regarded as serving to signal whether the
summit can be successful.
la Washington, Keagan said he is ready to discuss in detail "any
serious proposal'' about reducing nuclear weaponry. But the administration made it clear the real bargaining should be reserved for the
Geneva negotiations.
Other U.S. officials did not disguise their hopes that Shevardnadze
would unveil a new Soviet initiative to break the impasse at the arms
control talks.
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At the polls

Students cast their ballots In the Undergraduate Student Government elections for district representatives yesterday. Seventeen
candidates vied for five off-campus and five on-campus representative seats. Results of the elction will be announced at
a press conference at 1 p.m. in the Student Court Room in the Student Services Building.

State director resigns amidst controversy

Officials
discuss
relations

COLUMBUS (AP) - Minnie
Fells Johnson, whose Department of Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities has
been accused of patient neglect
and abuse, resigned yesterday,
saying she believed it was time
for "a new face" to lead the

by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

The University and City
Relations Committee met for
the first time this academic
year to discuss current issues
and problems officials hope to
work on before the group's
October session.
One of the main concerns of
the University and the city is
whether or not Springf est will
return this year. But while
that issue is still in question,
former committee chairman
John Quinn said he doesn't
want it to be the only one they
address this year.
"There were a lot of things
the committee didn't take
care of last year due to the
attention given to Springfeat," he said. "I don't want
that to become the only concern."
Bowling Green Mayor
Bruce Bellard agreed.
"I originally organized this
committee a year ago to
bridge the gap between the
city and the University," be
The mayor also said he
would support a recommendation that would put a representative from the dry
Housing Rental Association
on the committee.
Representing the University, Graduate Student President Dave Anderson said
students are already having a
problem with the local police
enforcement.
Bellard urged both students
and dry residents to communicate in hopes of decreasing
that level of police involvement.
Because there are few
meetings during the year,
Quinn told the committee it
was important that they get
started on the issues as soon
as possible.

-

Celeste's chief of staff, Ray
Sawyer, said the resignation
was the result of a "mutual
feeling" between the administration and Johnson. However, a
Celeste administration source
said earlier that the governor's
office had sought the resignation
because of growing criticism of
the department
Sawyer said Johnson submitted her resignation after she
and Celeste spoke by telephone

Tuesday night. Celeste is on an
overseas trade mission. He said
an interim director would be
appointed within the next few
days.
In her letter, Johnson said she
had obtained another job in
Ohio, but was not specific. Johnson gave no reason for her departure, saying only that she
believed it was "time for a new
face so that what I have worked
so hard for will not be diminished."
EFFORTS TO reach Johnson
through her office were unsuccessful. A department
spokeswoman, Cheryl Claypoole, said the director would be
In meetings throughout the day.
"She really is not reachable or

available for interviews," Claypoole said.

Although the governor at one
time said his support for Johnson was "solid" despite outside
criticism of her department, an
administration source said Celeste ultimately agreed her resignation was necessary.
"The problems just don't stop,
and it lust seems as though
nothing is going to change until
the top of the administration has
changed," said the source, who
asked not to be identified by
name.
A friend of Johnson, Montgomery County Commissioner
Paula Macllwaine, said Johnson
was asked to resign last Friday
by Sawyer, but declined until
she could speak personally to

the governor.
"I think she felt he had been
very supportive of her and
wanted him to discuss any problems he might have with her,"
Macllwaine said.
MACILWAINE said Johnson
told her that Celeste singled out
Johnson as an exemplary public
official.
During Celeste's absence,
Johnson's department has been
rocked by new allegations of
gitient abuse at the Northeast
hio Developmental Center
near Cleveland. In a series of
articles, The Plain Dealer of
Cleveland has reported incidents of beatings, sexual abuse
and broken bones.
The department also has come
under fire for its handling of

contracts with group homes in
southwestern Ohio, where there
also were reports of patient
abuse and neglect.
Johnson, who maintains residences both here and in Dayton,
was director of the Broward
County, Fla. Human Services
Department before she was
named to Celeste's cabinet.
Several other original members of Cdeste's cabinet have
left the administration for various reasons, including former
Youth Services Director James
Rogers, who was fired after
published reports that he had
hired convicted felons; and former Welfare Director John
Cuddy and former EPA Director
Robert Maynard, both of whom
resigned.

Woman misses winning $ 1 million
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

Quietly sitting back at her
desk, the owner of the Colonial
Reflections gift shop, at 126 W.
Wooster St., can only think of
what might have been on one
rainy night in Cleveland.
Marilyn Aurend, 51, won $5,000 in the Ohio Lottery on Aug.
24. What many don't realize is
that the local businesswoman
had an opportunity to win
$1,000,000.
Aurend, who lives on Defiance
Pike Road outside of Wayne,
Ohio, was chosen as one of 10
semi-finalists to participate In
the grand prize winner drawing.
Along with five others, AurandTs
envelope contained a check with
only four digits, not seven.
A previous million dollar winner drew for each of the 10 semifinalists. Former winner Gerald
Reed from Cincinnati told Aurend he hoped he could draw the
lucky envelope for her.
WHEN REED and the others
opened their envelopes and held
them above the participants'
heads, Marilyn looked to her
husband Bill in the audience for
a sign.

He sadly shook his head no,
she said.
"Words can't express how
nervous I was," Aurand said.
"When it was over, at first, I told
myself I could never do this
again with the way my heart
was beating. The next morning I
was ready and would've went
through it again immediately."
"It really makes you cry," she
tearfully recalled. "I had one
chance in 10 to win a million
dollars."
Aurand said she had a good
feeling about the lottery, although she admits to never playing excessively. When playing
the instant winner cards ft
wasn't uncommon for her to win
a few dollars here or there, she
said.
"I've been very lucky In the
lottery. I haven't played continuously but it's been good to me,"
Aurand said.
Despite the odds, Aurand and
her family believed she was
destined to win the grand prize
in Cleveland.
"I WAS REAL excited," said
Kathy Zimmerman, Aurand's
daughter. "I had no doubt in my
mind she was going to win it."
Aurand's husband BUI called

Marilyn Aurand
the experience "unreal."
"We were happy with the
money we got - $5,000, that's not
chicken feed," he said.
If Aurand would have won the
money, she said, most of it
wouw have paid off debts of
family and dose friends.
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"No doubt about it," she said.
"I don't think I'm the worst
person in the world. I love people; they are why I opened this
store."
"We're a dose family." Bill
said. "There wouldn't have been
no flag waving to it. After all,

there's more blessing to giving
than receiving."
As far as the $5,000 winnings
go, Aurand took the advice of
some good friends and invested
it into the gift shop.
"They told me I should put the
• See Lottery, page 5.
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State Issue One:
a boost for Ohio
State Issue One, which would facilitate research
into using Ohio's high-sulfur coal, should get a
thumbs-up from voters on Nov. 5.
The proposed amendment, the only state issue on
the ballot, would authorize the Legislature to borrow up to $100 million in low-interest general
obligation bonds to fund research into using Ohio's
According to state Sen. Richard Pfeiffer, D-Columbus, sponsor of the bill to put the amendment on
the ballot. Ohio's coal must be used with coal from
other states in generating electricity because of
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency sulfur
emission standards.
But if research found ways to burn the coal within
EPA standards, more coal could be used both by
Ohio residents and for sales to residents of other
states.
In a time when we are increasingly dependent on
other nations for our energy sources - such as oil it makes sense to make the greatest use of the
resources available to us.
More importantly, it makes sense to support an
issue that would boost the state's economy.
State Issue One has the potential to reduce
unemployment in Ohio's southeastern coal region
and to increase sales of coal to other states.
The research would be carried out by individuals,
groups and Ohio universities, which would also
benefit educationally from the increased research
funding.
It already has apparent support in the Legislature, where the Senate voted 33-0 to place the
issue on the ballot and the House agreed 89-1.
Considering the potential benefits to Ohio residents and universities, we think coal research
would be well worth the investment in low-interest
bonds. Support Issue One when you vote.

Argue your point
on the battlefield
Everyone has the right to
voice his opinion. The United
States is a free country and its
citizens have the freedom of
press and speech. But sometimes I wonder about this University.
In the letters section of the
News, there are always wars of
the printed word. Debates such
as the Greek students vs. the
independent students, the homosexuals vs. the heterosexuals
and the women vs. the men. The
list goes on.
Newspaper debates are fine,
but why don't these people debate face to face ?
This could be accomodated by
transforming Doyt L. Perry
Field into a giant debate arena.
On Saturday the Falcon football team could host Akron, but
on Monday there would be a
battle of a different sort.
Maybe Olscamp and the administration vs. the University's
classified employees could
meet. The employees would argue that Olscamp shouldn't have
received such a large salary
increase because their raise
wasn't equal to his. Olscamp's
side? He probably won't have
much to say because I'm sure
he's quite content.
Tuesday, the usually empty
stadium would again be bustling
with heated debate. The students could battle the bookstore,
griping about getting ripped off
with the outrageous prices. And
the bookstore will probably take
advantage of the situation by
making money selling sweatshirts with the logo "The 1985
Debate Series - the Bookstores
vs. the Students."

Greeks would be pitted against
the independent students (otherwise known as the GDI's) for the
age-old difference in philosophy
debate.
Thursday's social debate
would be about the recent rest
room arrests. The people who
support the police breakup of
resfroom solicitation activities
will carry signs saving. "Away
with the Gays," while others will
claim police didn't need to use
such "Rambo" techniques.
Then the women could debate
the men of the campus. The
Women for Women group will
argue that the men are all male
chauvinist pigs. The men will
reply that the Women for
Women organization is composed of a bunch of complaining
women who don't want to shave
their legs. This is a hairy debate.
If this form of argument
catches on, the University could
change its name to Bowling
Green Debate University.
Future debates could be held
about whether students should
be allowed to wear Walkmans,
or bright bermuda shorts. Or
whether eyeglass straps should
be banned. Debates could determine whether freshman girls
should be allowed to dress like
Madonna or whether all students should be required to wear
Nike hightops.
Or maybe, instead, students
would go to class to better their
education (that's why we're
here anyway, right?), and professors would educate and
spread their knowledge to the
students, and the administration
would carry on their tasks, and
the maintenance would continue
the upkeep of the University.
Naw, that would be too boring.

But not all the debates have to
be financial. The social debates
would start on Wednesday. The

Lupica Is a Junior broadcast
journalism major from Parma,
Ohio.

by Patricia Luplca
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Marx: One god of a mad world
Editor's note: This Is the first of
a three-part series of commentaries on influential thinkers of
the modem world.
by Bill Melden
"Ye men of Athens," shouted
the Apostle Paul, "I perceive
that in all things ye are too
superstitious!" (Acts 17:22) The
old Pharisee had always heard
of the mindless idolatries of the
Gentiles, but nothing he had
learned at the feet of the great
Rabban Gamaliel had prepared
him for Athens, where the pgullibility of the "intellectuals' was
advertised on every streetcorner. Here a Stoic, there an
Epicurean, everywhere the unthinking thoughtful hordes of
materialists and mystics: Unreal city! I bad not thought
death had undone so many!
Man, it is often remarked, is
an incurably religious creature,
and is bound by (us very nature
to worship something. If he
lacks the wit or the humility to
worship God, he will fall prostrate before a DNA molecule, or
a Playboy centerfold, or the
latest Dow Jones average; very
often, he will, like Narcissus, be
content to genuflect before a
mirror.
Like ancient Athens, the modern world has its own pantheon
of gods and goddesses. These
brutish deities are venerated
and adored in classrooms and
laboratories with a zeal which
would shame a Moslem. Above
all others, however, there loom
three thinkers whose fancies
have shaped the bedlam we call
civilization: a modern Holy
Trinity who can truly be said to
have created the world we see
around us. In the next few
weeks, we will scale Olympus
and examine these paragons.

earth's surface.
Although space precludes any
detailed account of little Karl's
birth in the year 1818, it might be
noted that the nativity was unattended by either celestial signs
or a visitation of wise men;
indeed, wise men have avoided
Karl and all his works for well
over a century. The scion of a
long line of second-rate rabbis
and fifth-rate scholars, the
scowling babe seemed destined
to live the life of the mind, and
during his three-score years he
fulfilled this birthright admirably; so admirably, in fact,
that someone has said that the
only time the Workers' Friend
ever dirtied his hands was when
he changed his typewriter ribbon.
A child of the nineteenth century in every respect, Marx devoured the works of such men as
Saint-Simon, Ricardo, and
Feuerbach with all the voracious gusto of a schoolgirl who
has discovered Kahlil Gibran.
His main man, however (to use
the modern parlance), was the
befuddled genious Hegel. Marx
fell in love with the Hegelian

dialectic, and, as lovers will, he
proceeded to tear the thing
apart and remake it in his own
image. The result was dialectical materialism, a notion as
cloddish as any in the inglorious
history of secular philosophy,
but a notion which in turn provided the foundation for such
whimsical conceits as economic
determinism and historical inevitability.
"We are spirits," shrieked the
Police a few years ago, "in the
material world.'' We are nothing
of the kind, Marx would reply.
We are matter in the material
world, nothing more, and don't
you forget it To be more specific, we are straws in the wind,
blown this way and that by economic forces which can only be
understood through a religious
study of the works of Papa
Marx. Man is neither the master
of his own fate nor the servant of
a benign god: he is. rather, little
more than a laboratory rat
which can only respond to external stimuli. He cannot even
choose to revolt: for revolution
is only possible when the proper
historical moment has rolled

around, and then it is absolutely
fixed and unavoidable.
Marx was indisputably a genius, but alas, he was also quite
insane, and his theories have
produced pandemonium in every country where they have
been taken seriously. Pandemonium, of course, is precisely
what one would expect from a
man who could write the following "poem" during his college
days: "If there is something
which devours, 111 leap within
it, though I bring the world to
ruins: The world which bulks
between me and the abyss. I'll
smash it to pieces with my enduring curses, I'll throw my
arms around its harsh reality.
Embracing me, the world will
dumbly pass away, And then
sink down to utter nothingness.:
Perished, with no existence::
that would be really living.'*This poem, which sounds like
Edgar Allan Poe on a bad day, is
in fact the testament of Karl
Marx, one of the gods of a mad,-'
mad world.
Melden, a free-lance writer
from Chattanooga Tenn., Is &
columnist for the News.

Why are so many trying to
condone and defend these T'alleged" offenders? If they're
guilty - they're guilty. Nail 'em!
As to the extensive coverage
by the media being "blown out
of proportion," hogwash! Privacy and discretion went by way
of the wind when the men were
so indiscreet as to solicit sexual
acts with other men in public. If
this is any indication of what
"gay righto" and the "Lesbian
and Gay Alliance" condone, no
wonder we laugh at them.

do with PDA.
The primary goal of the program is not to pursuade or judge
anyone's values, as the article
may suggest, but to provide
needed exchange of imformation about human sexuality. Today's topics are sexism and
sexual harassment

The first person of the Holy
Trinity is Karl Marx. What
starving peasant has not heard
his name? What bloated commissar or strutting commandante has not thrilled at his
wisdom? What trembling monopolist has not reached for the
Valium at the very thought of
the Workers' Hero? A cursory
glance at any globe will attest to
the magic of the Marxist dream,
for the specter which once
haunted Europe is now raising
Hell over two-thirds of the

Letters
Doctor gets a dose
of his own medicine
Running out of time, running
out of space, running out of ideas
... running out of patience. A
prescription from an admitted
layman: for a healthier editorial
page - eliminate the Doctor.
Specifically, the zany, laughnot, shce-of-campus-life columns by that wacky BGSU personality, Doc Doherty.
I want to restrain myself and
try to thoughtfully address what
I see as a problem, and not write
a frenzied and libelous attack on
someone who might be a nice
Pry in real life, which is what
m really dying to do. Because
I'm tired, desperately tired, of
putting up with a meaningless
collection of musings from
someone's bulletin board, masquerading as a column.
If Doberty's column is meant
to inform us, well, be makes the
probing questions about how students beat the munchies in Friday magazine sound like Mike
Wallace. If he's trying to entertain us, I'd rather spend a few
days watching the All Weather
Channel. If he's trying to make
us laugh, I have to say I prefer
the biting satire and crackling
dialogue of any Brady Bunch
rerun to Doberty's lame and
sophomoric "observations."
Forget the pathetic quality of
the humor and the smug, selfamused tone of someone who
seemed convinced from the
printing of his first article that
be was already some kind of
beloved celebrity. The real question is: What business does this
column have on the editorial
page of a newspaper? Any newspaper?
I feel that it is the responsibility of someone writing a commentary to write about
something. Whether or not I
agree with them, the other columnists and letter-writers who
get printed on this page are
attempting to address issues
that concern them. Humor Is
very effective when used to
make a point. When there is no
point, regardless of the quality

of the humor, the result is just
Doritos for the brain. Maybe in
Friday magazine, Doherty's column would be appropriate, although even tossed into that pile
of fluff, I think his pieces would
float to the top for sheer weightlessness.
However, unless the BG News
has no aspirations beyond those
of the typical junior high gossipand-team-spirit flyer. I think it
can ill afford the weekly embarrassment of prescriptions from
the Doctor. Maybe if the immortal catch-phrase "running out of
time, running out of space, running out of ideas" was placed at
the beginning of Doberty's column instead of the end, the
parade of banality that followed
would at least be put in proper
perspective. Otherwise, I'd suggest a quick journalistic malpractice suit and a quicker
revocation of the Doctor's license.
Jeff Bond
4K% S. Grove St

The guilty ones
gave up privacy
Once again I feel I must dust
off my typewriter and speak my
mind and voice my opinion (and
the opinions of all of those that
Pve heard) on the matter of the
misuse of the University's public restrooms for deviant sexual
activities.

John C. Knueve
14SS. College

Sex talk article
not totally correct
We are writing in response to
the "Sex talks held" article on
Page 4 of the Tuesday, Sept. 24.
BG News because it contained
misinformation as to the whole
purpose of Sexual Awareness
The following la the correctinformation about Sexual
Awareness Week in Prout. This
year's RA Staff thought up the
program during RA orientation
In August out of a general need
for education about sexuality,
not in response to PDA (Public
Display of Affection). It was told
to the reporter in passing that
last year's RA staff were
thought to have been concerned
withPDA. To make it clear, this
year's Sex Week had nothing to

Betsy Myers, Resident Student Association
Tracy vonMaluski, Prout RA
Tracy Steele, Prout RA

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions:
that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
IV BO News
111 West Han
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Last night's panel discussion
on sexual preference was not led
by the Lesbian and Gay Alliance, as reported, but was run
by a University human services
professional. LAGA was a part
of the discussion.
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Dateline-

20 departments, 200 persons on the move

Thursday, Sept. 26

New offices assigned during renovation
by Nancy Bortwlck
staff reporter

Numerous renovations on
campus and new building assignments will soon have many
departments on the move.
In the next nine to 12 months
20 different departments will be
affected by the moves and a
little over 200 people will be
involved, said Robert McGeein,
director of capital planning.
The University plans to renovate up to six buildings on campus during the school year and
this means that departments
will be temporarily or perma-

nently relocated, be said.
The recent remodeling of West
Hall and subsequent moves of
The BG News and Department
of Journalism offices left office
space open for other departments on campus, he said.
Academic Enhancement (formerly Developmental Education) will move into the first
floor of University Hall once
renovation is complete.
CONTINUING Education will
move from McFall Center to
University Hall by spring semester. McGeein said.
And it's a move that pleases

PLANT
SALE

members of the department,
according to Edieann Biesbrock-Didham, director of marketing and promotion for
Continuing Education.
"We kind of outgrew this area.
It was designed for 12 less peole than we have. Little by little
ft't got worse and worse until we
had people on top of people," she
said.
With additional staff members
hired to accommodate an increasing interest in post degree
education, the office nas several
people sharing desks and offices, she said. The move to
University Hall should eliminate

this problem.
"We're a little bit antsy about
bow the move will come, but
we're looking at it in a positive
way," Biesbrock-Didham said.
The Academic Area Budgets,
Capital Planning, University
Budgets and Institutional Studies offices will occupy the old
Continuing Education offices.
Institutional Studies will move
from the Health Center with the
remaining offices moving from
the Administration Building.
MAJOR RENOVATIONS on
Williams Hall, including a new
roof, heating system and the
addition of an elevator, will total

4

$2.4 million, McGeein said.
The History, Sociology and
Political Science departments
will temporarily relocate from
Williams Hall to Founders
Quadrangle In May.
The work on Williams Hall
will also move International Student Programs and the Social
Work Department to the fourth
floor of South Hall until renovations are complete. This should
be completed by August 1987, he
said.
Other buildings getting minor
renovations include the Psychology and Life Science buildings
and Heating Plant.

All main campus students
with last names T thru Z must
get their photographs taken today for University identification
cards. Photos will be taken from
10 «jn.-« pjn. in the Racket
Room of the Recreation Center.
The film version of "The King
and I"wUl be shown at 8 p.m. in
Gish Film Theater. Admission is
free.
Dateline, a dally service of toe
News, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions by
all organizations are welcome
and must be turned in typed and
double-spaced one week prior to
the event.

t&effktMlfCAtY

Howard's club H

For Parent's Weekend...

VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G.

REC-YOUR-PARENT

Tuesday, Sept. 24 Thursday, Sept. 26

75' Guest Pass for each
parent and sibling
Effective Parent's Weekend
Friday, Sept. 27
4:00 p.m.
thru Sunday, Sept. 29

Promenade Lounge
2* floor, Union
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

X

from $1.50 ■ $15.00

THE WORLD'S
BEST KEPT SECRET

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!
129S3 KRAMER RD.
- B.G. —

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Sept. 26-28
210 N. MAIN NO COVER

MAKE YOUR BREAK
TO BENTLEY'S!

BG i LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

THEAAA
TRAVEL AGENCY IS
THE WORLD'S

LARGEST!
PLAN NOW TO MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS
FOR WINTER & SPRING BREAK. CALL TODAY
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AIRFARE SAVINGS
WHEN YOU RESERVE IN ADVANCE. COME TO
THE PROVEN PROFESSIONALS. AAA TRAVEL AGENCY.

You deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the risht
deals for you. Monday throush
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
prices! And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dip! Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

352-7031

® TRAVEL AGENCY
414 E. Wooster SI. • Bowling Green, OH 43402
Ph. 352-5276

B«ntl«y'f in the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green
1550 E. Woo»t«r St. • Bowling Gr««n, OH 43402 • 352-5211

THE ALL NEW

MR. SO JAMES

Introduces

INTRODUCES

•'Night
>

COLLEGE ID NIGHT
<
- NO COVER

THURSDAY 7:00-9:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
MEXICAN FOOD & MARGARITAS
• STEAK BURRITOS
• NACHOS
• TACOS
5-10 pm

SPECIAL 3 TACO'S «,„ $2.00

price Hors d'oeuvres, Appetizers
& Pizzes
Monday-Thursday
9:00 p.nvll:00 p.m.
"Aspen Welcomes 19 year olds
with the largest selection of Domestic
& Imported Beers in Town."
CASUAL MESS ACCEPTABLE
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Computer discount available
by P»m Skinner
reporter
Students may now be able
to enter the computer age
inexpensively by purchasing
their computer through Computer Services.
The University Computer
Services runs a computer
selling service that allows
students, faculty, and staff to
purchase IBM and Apple
computers at a 30 to 40 percent discount. Microsoft also
offers a line of software at a
45 percent discount.
Those who want to purchase a computer can make
an appointment with Computer Services for a morning
product overview, held daily

at 10:30 a.m. in 102 Hayes
Hall.
Don Schumacher, microcomputer sales consultant,
runs these morning sessions,
which cover the rules of purchasing a computer and a
demonstration of the computer.
SCHUMACHER SATO the
length of the demonstration
varies depending on the buyer's experience. "Some have
never even seen a computer,
but others have been using
them for years and only need
information on how to buy,"
he said.
Schumacher said he also
trvs to give guidelines on
what they need in a computer. "They're buying a lot

of computer and they may not
need that much. When they're
buying a computer they have
to look at the short and long
term goals. In college they
may only be using them to
type papers, but after college
they may want something
with more horsepower."
After the demonstration, if
the person decides to buy a
computer he or she contacts
Computer Services for an afternoon sales appointment to
receive the order forms.
There are some rules governing the purchase and resale of the computers. Those
! to buy through Com■ Services are limited to
_ only one computer
from each manufacturer and

must agree not to resell their
computer for two years.
"THE REASON being that
this is a good discount and
Apple and IBM don't want to
compete with their retail
stores," said Richard Conrad, director of Computer
Services.
The University will not finance these purchases. Pull
payment must be made to the
Bursar's Office before Computer Services will place the
order.
Computer Services does not
keep many of these computers in stock.
Estimated delivery times
are four to six weeks for
Apple and 10 to 12 weeks for
IBM computers.

J.T.'S PIZZA
CARR Y OUT

AAeadowview Courts
Apartments

10" PIZZA $2.75

•Two Bedroom Unfurnished

Call now at 352-1195
$265 plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

FREE DELIVERY

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. - Sun.

352-5475

All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at 6* and High St.
Houn: Mon.-Frl. 9-4:30

214 Napoleon Rd.

Community festival
Sunday at City Park
There will be plenty of activities at the Bowling Green City Park
on Sunday afternoon between 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. That's the scheduled
time for fine city's Community Day '85, a festival which will feature
several local celebrities and other attractions.
Hosting a talent show, WTVG-13 newscaster Jeanine Lauber will
be one ofmany from the Toledo television news team. The station's
softball team, with news anchor Jerry Anderson, will play a local
cast of police and fire department officials at about 3 p.m. pending
the conclusion of the first game. The 1:30 p.m. contest will pit the
city officials against a University administration team.
University President Paul Olscamp is to throw out the ceremonial
first ball at the first softball game.
COMMUNITY DAY will also give people the opportunity to meet
the University's hockey and soccer teams and will feature several
other campus based organizations, including men's chorus, women's softball, theater department, madrigal singers^gymnastics and
karate exhibitions, the music department, WBGU-Tv and WFAL, a
campus radio station.
Most of these presentations will be in the talent show which is to
begin at 3 p.m.
City Public Works director Dave Barber, chairman for the
Community Day Steering Committee, said he hopes to see a large
turnout.

Reg. $10

Haircut
Hours
Mon. - 9:30 - 5:00
T, W, TH, - 9:30 • 6:30
Fri. • 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where quality comes first"
healed In the Stadium View Shopping Center

Lola

Leah

Suzle

352-2566

*RWl FOR tm LIFE"

THE ALL-SPORTS PASS
ENTER THE PHI ALPHA DELTA 5K DASH

8 p.m., Thurs., Oct. 31 at
BGSU Ice Arena Parking Lot

Run in Costume & Compete for Prizes
*T-shlrt to tint 400 entrants
* Merchandise awards to top 3
In each ago group

* Refreshments
*Door prizes for non-winners

$7.00 entry fee - Registration closes October 21
ENTRY FORM
NAME
ADDRESS.
T-Shlrt Size - XS S M L XL AGE DAY OF RACE
M
F
OVER 190 Pounds?
I certify that I am In good physical condition and am
sufficiently trained for this event. I release any claims or right*
I may have for damago against the sponsors of this raco and
give permission for tho use of my name/picture In any account
of this event.
Signature
(Parent's signature) required if minor)

Mail form & check to:

Phi Alpha Delta, c/o Dept. off Legal Studies
BGSU, Bowling Green, OH 43403

ONLY 200 LEFT

raaa^maBaaB^tmaMBMmaaB^ammammwmmi^mMmtiaa^m

ADMINISTRATIVE

Cash & Carry

FTD SERVICE AVAILABLE

Mixed
Bouquets

*3^ |

Carnations

00
$5.dozen

Daisies

$2.00

pack

Order Your Parent's Day
Flowers Now!

^>
434 E. W00STER
>A
*^* IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. tf>
fc^rf«——*-~*^*m

□OBBBBBBfl

M

(dd/min/a/strd7tiv)
adj. 1. That committee which operates
the University Activities Organization
office by performing such duties as
typing, receiving and duplicating.
2. The committee made up of Kelly
Barr, Pam Berg, Denice DiSanto, Cindy
Gonzalez, Kim Hipp, Leanne Kentner,
Kate Lanser, Anne Tolsma, Jennifer
Valentine and its director, Stephanie
Steirn.
3. That group of fantastic individuals
without which the UAO office couldn't
run!

THANK YOUI
Interested in joining?
Call 372-2343 for more information.

&}£££&
FEATURING
THURSDAY

18 and over free ^
w/college I.D.

FRIDAY

"Toga Party"

"j?

18 and over

SATURDAY
WRQN
jf
"Pajama Party"
open til 4 a.m.
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Students offered options
New phone system expands services at University
by AnuuxUStrin
reporter

Reach out and touch someone.
Now if s even easier to do. The
new push-button phones on campus allow students to use the
services of call forwarding and
three-way calling. Students are
also able to choose from a variety of options when calling long
distance.
The long-distance service offered by the University consists
of a sophisticated routing system, permitting students to call
anywhere in the world, said
Maxine Allen, coordinator of the
University's telecommunications services. She said the University leases bulk phone lines
from whoever can supply them,
be it AT&T, Ohio BeU, Indiana
BeU or other phone companies.
When a student places a call,
the routing system determines
the least expensive way to make
that call. For example, if a student wants to call Cleveland,
and all the regular phone lines to
Cleveland are busy, the machine
then searches for the next
cheapest way to call.
The price is determined by
volume and traffic. If there are

many people calling Cleveland,
the per-minute rate Is less. Similarly, if hardly anyone calls Orwell, Ohio, the rate for the
person who does is higher.
This service has been in operation about one month now, and
so far, Allen said, to the best of
her knowledge, there have not
been any major complaints
from residents. The most common problem students experience Is forgetting to dial nine
before the number, she said.
Students using the University
long-distance service will be
billed directly through the Bursar's Office. With the addition of
the push-button phones, other
long-distance services, such as
MCI. Sprint, or MAX are also
available.
The new push button phones in
the rooms also allow the student
to use call forwarding and threeway calling.
CALL FORWARDING can be
obtained by pushing the * button, followed by a 2 and the
number where the calls should
be forwarded. When the student
returns home and wishes to resume normal operations, he or
she can push the # button, followed by a 2 and the student's

own number.
Three-way calling is also
available, Allen said.
After two parties are speaking
to each other, one party needs to
depress/release the phone nook
once or until a beeping sound is
heard. Then a third party may
be dialed. The original caller
must then depress/release the
phone hook once more. Now. all
three parties can work on their
homework together.
Beth McMabon, a sophomore
fashion merchandising major,
uses her parent's MCI number
in addition to having the University service. She does it that way
so she can make some calls
"that my parents won't find out
about"
Although McMabon said she
has not had any problems getting an open One, Virginia
Rasper, a Junior elementary education major, said she has often bad to wait to make longdistance calls.
In response to these problems,
a MAX representative explained
that the company has received
an unusually high demand for
the service in Bowling Green,
which it wasn't expecting.

Non-partisan group promotes
local involvement in politics
by Caroline Langer
•toff reporter

A political, but non-partisan,
organization in Bowling Green
wants to get citizens involved in
the pnlltfrnl process, adopting
as their slogan, "Democracy is
not
a spectator sport."
:
The League of Women Voters
of Bowling Green, affiliated with
the state and national League of
Women Voters, aims to establish and increase citizen participation on the federal, state and
local levels of government and
to educate citizens about public
policy issues, said Marilyn Sin
gleton, president of the League
of Women Voters of Bowling
Green.
! The League actively encourages all enable people to register to vote, Singleton said. Voter
AlCOhol

Continued from page 1.-

man said. "He knows he's going
to be caught and throws it on the
ground, and it's a littering
charge," he said.
Crimes related to parties are
the most common and have the
potential for being the most serious, Bachman said.
[ Police usually don't go to parties until they nave received a
complaint, Bachman said. If the
party is orderly they usually ask
the host to keep the party quiet
and under control.
Sometimes, when partygoers
are intoxicated, they become
belligerent and are issued failure to disperse and disorderly
conduct citations.
' " IF MUCH alcohol has been
Lottery

leaders and speaking at public
registration closes Oct. 7.
To provide a background for meetings," Singleton said.
the voters, the League gathers
Members actively control the
information about each candi- decisions and lobbying activities
date and both sides of the issues of the organization and select
the issues they believe deserve
on the ballot. Singleton said.
THE LEAGUE is a non-parti- attention, she said.
san organization and neither
On the local level, the League
supports nor opposes any party
or candidate for public office, is studying the needs of the
Singleton said.
aging population in Wood
The organization studies is- County ana is taking a look at
sues that can be affected by the Wood County Planning ComClic policy and works to estab-mission to see how it is orgaconsensus opinions based on nized and what its purpose,
responsibUities and authority
these studies, Singleton said.
"When we have chosen an are. Singleton said.
Membership to the League is
issue, we study it in depth in
order to come to a consensus.
open to any citizen, male or
This becomes the basis for female, who is eligible to vote.
member action and advocacy by The Bowling Green League is
communicating with our legis- offering a special student memlators, writiiui letters to the edi- bership at S3 a year. Regular
tor, contacting community dues are $25.

consumed their (the partygoers') bravery is up and they
want to complain or argue or
resist the police," Bachman
said.
Virgil Frost, bailiff of the
Bowling Green Municipal Court,
said there is no way to figure
bow many people charged with
disorderly conduct and failure to
disperse began as noise ordinance violations.
. "If the police tell them (students) to do something - do it If
you want to argue about it argue about it In court," Bachman
said.
The complaints can result in
charges (^'disorderly conduct
possibly with perslstance, re-

arrest and possibly assault7' Bachman said.
If someone is charged with
more than one offense, the loud
noise charge is usually dropped
because it is a lesser offense,
Frost said. Last year, only 11
persons were charged with violations of the city's loud noise
ordinance. Eight were convicted.
Frost said the courts are not
out to prosecute only students.
"We want to help them... Our
objective is to eliminate the
problem, (but) we are kind of at
a loss as to what to do," Frost
said.
"We don't want business;
we've got plenty of business,"
Bachman said.

Continued from page 1.

money where it would grow,"
she said. "Almost every cent
went into this store."
Even though she didn't win
big, Aurand said she minks a
return visit to the semi-finalist

drawing could be in the future.
"I'LL BE back," she told surprised Ohio Lottery Commission
officials at the drawing. "I have
a feeling 111 get to doit again."
Incredible as it sounds, her

husband agrees. He said the
Brat time around was just a
warmup.
"Anything is possible in the
workV'BuTsaid. "The odds are
against us but they were against
us before."

B.G./.U. /HI CLUB
INFORMATION MEETING
8:00 Thursdays
070 Overman
Trip to ASPEN Jan 4-12

ski ya there!

We have the widest selection
of domestic & imported beer.

Churchill's
1141 S. Main Bowling Green
Hours: daily 6am ■ lam
Prices effective through Sun., Sept.29
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Nocturnal guards
enjoy challenges
by Susan McDonald
reporter

While a campus job which
requires students to stay awake
from midnight to 6 a.m. does not
appeal to many University students, the early hours are the
major reason several students
like the challenges and responsibilities of night giiarding/
"It seemed like it wouldn't be
dull. It would be better than
waiting tables," said Rick Rufenacht, sophomore mechanical
design major, a night guard at
McDonald Quadrangle.
Chris Schaefer, a senior marketing major who started working as a guard in McDonald this
semester, agrees to this challenge.
"I'm a night person and I get
more accomplished," she said.
Schaefer added that night
guarding is also a way to meet
people as well as a good time for
quiet study.

Mc Donald Quadrangle night gaurd Chris Schaefer (right), senior
freshman undecided major, lives there.

BG News/Kevin Hopkins
marketing major, check's the list of residents to see If Adlna Corthell,

ALL OF THIS time is not used
for studying, however, since
night guards have to perform
several responsibilities in thenparticular residence halls.
According to Schaefer, in addi-

tion to registering guests who
come in between midnight and 6
a.m., night guards must also act
on any complaints from residents, make sure there are no
loud noises outside of the residence hall, and lock and unlock
the doors at the beginning and
end of each shift.
The responsibilities of the job
also include dealing with visitors or situations which affect
the safety of the residents.
Schaefer said that one rare instance occurred when a person,
who was not a resident, came in
and wanted to see his old girlfriend for help since he claimed
someone had put a drug in his
drink. Because she was not
there, he begged a night guard
to take him to a hospital. The
night guard had to call Campus
Safety and Security to talk tothe
person.
Paul Bates, a senior production design major, has encountered similiar situations as a
night guard in the Rodgers
Quadrangle. He said one of the
major situations he dealt with
involved a 14-year-old junior
high school student who entered
the residence hall looking abusive and uncontrollable. After
Bates asked him what he was
doing, the youth admitted that
he had been setting off fire
alarms in the other residence
halls on campus.
BECAUSE HE posed a threat
to the residents of Rodgers,
Bates stalled him by asking
questions while the other night
guard on duty called Campus
Safety and Security.
Bates has dealt with a variety
of other problems as well. He
cited one of the major ones of
students leaving the outside
doors jammed open, which contributes to the threat of vandalism inside the dorm by outside
: challenges of the job are
not without their disadvantages.
Doug Moore, a senior procurement and material manufacturing major, said the job makes it
hard to budget weekly time.
Night guarding also is hard
when he has early classes, he
said.
But Moore said the job has
advantages.
"You meet new people you
wouldn't meet otherwise," be
said.

Fitness
leaders
chosen
by Pattl Skinner
staff reporter

Ten fitness leaders have been
chosen for the popular Fit-ForAU aerobics program at the Student Recreation Center.
Michelle Ralston, assistant director at the Rec Center, is in
charge of the aerobics program
and chose the fitness leaders on
the basis of three factors: applications, fitness testing and audit
tions.
Rolston said applications were
available to anyone on campus;
and about 70 people picked up
applications. Two intstructors
who taught sessions last year
were rehlred, she said.
ACCORDING TO Rolston, an
average of 200 people attended
the aerobic evening programs
last year.
The aerobics program is divided into three sections to suit
different levels of physical fn»
ness. The top level is an intense
aerobic workout for those aft
ready in shape. There is an
intermediate level and a program for beginners who are just
starting to get into shape.
The program began Mo
and students who are pla
to attend toe program are i
to take a fitness test in order to
be placed in a level of aerobic!
that matches their fitness levet
The fitness tests are being
ri in the Life Room of the
Center. The testing is in*
portant according to Rolston;
but those who don't go through
the tests can still go to the aerobic sessions.
The teats are given three
times a semester to judge the
students' improvement and includes a cardiovascular stem
test, sit-ups, push-ups, a flexibit
ity test, and a body fat.

Elsewhere
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News Ohio schools split on AIDS policies
Briefs
Storm heads for (1.8.
MIAMI (AP) - Hurricane
Gloria, one of the most powerful storms ever recorded in
the open Atlantic, spared the
Bahamas and headed for the
Cast Coast yesterday as it
spun across the sea with ISO
mph winds.
Officials in coastal states
began taking precautions,
and campers were evacuated
from one coastal island.

Death toll climbs
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Rescuers dug toward signs of life
yesterday and President Miguel de la Madrid began a
review of city building codes.
(Ie said demolition would proceed cautiously to avoid endangering buried survivors.
Mayor Ramon Aguirre's office raised its estimate of the
death toll in Mexico City from
the two great earthquakes
last Thursday and Friday to
3,500.

9 in Klan indicted
WASHINGTON (AP) - Culminating a two-year investigation, the Justice
Department announced yesterday the indictment of nine
Ku Mux Klan members on
charges they conspired to violate the rights of blacks and
whites who were living or
socializing together.
The indictment also
charged the nine defendants
with committing perjury before a federal grand jury.

NRC analyzes system
NORTH PERRY, Ohio
(AP) - Nuclear Regulatory
Commission officials say
earthquake safety systems at
the Perry Nuclear Power
Plant were improperly installed, leading to questions
about the plant's ability to
withstand a quake.
But the Cleveland Electric
Illuminating Co. says the $6.4
billion plant it built is "tremendously overdesigned" to
withstand an earthquake and
is safer than ordinary buildings.

COLUMBUS (AP) - A state
health official says children who
have Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome should be allowed to attend school, but
officials in Ohio's second largest
school district are not so sure.
"Information on this thing is
so incomplete, and the risk involves such a high rate of fatality, it is a risk that should not be
imposed on others," said Ted
Turner, assistant superintendent in the Columbus school
district.

Turner said children with
AIDS probably would be excluded from Columbus schools
as carriers of an infectious disease.
School officials in Cleveland
said they were developing their
own policy on AIDS cases. Cincinnati school officials said they
would follow the recommendations of the health department.
AIDS is a disorder that attacks a person's immune system. It is incurable, and
researchers are not sure how it

It has been most commonly
diagnosed in homosexuals, hemophiliacs. Haitians and persons who use drugs
intravaneously or receive
tainted blood transfusions.
THREE CHILDREN have
been diagnosed with AIDS since
1911 in Ohio, according to Lois
Hall, epidemiologist with the
Ohio Department of Health. All
three were hemophiliacs.
Bruce Campbell, a state
health department epidemiolog-

ist working on AIDS, said one of
the children, from the Cleveland
area, has died; a second has
moved from the Cleveland area,
and the third, a student in central Ohio, was taken out of
school by bis parents. He declined to say where the student
lives, other than to say it is not
Franklin County.
He said no cases of children
with AIDS have been reported in
the last six to eight months.
Campbell said state health
officials have been working with

state education officials on a
comprehensive written policy
for school systems that may
have to deal with AIDS victims.
The policy will recommend
against excluding a student with
"You are more likely to win
the lottery than get AIDS from
sitting in a classroom," Hall
said. There is no evidence that
it is spread through casual contact, such as riding the bus,
holding hands or drinking from
the same water fountain.

Proposed farm legislation Oil supply low
under congressional debate Experts: Energy crisis in future
philosophies of economists who
believe farmers should compete
on a free market un con trolled by
the government and many farm
groups that hold that government price-setting is the only
way to protect the industry, and
has been criticized by both
sides.
One of the bill's most controversial points involves a crop
set-aside program which, if approved in a referendum by
farmers, would set a base price
for crops grown by farmers who
agree to stop harvesting up to 30
percent of their land.

TOLEDO (AP) - A legislator's
tour of Northwest Ohio farms
has stirred up a flood of worries
about the proposed federal farm
bill, which comes up for congressional debate today.
Concerns about foreign imports and low crop prices were
sore points for farmers who met
this week with U.S. Rep. Marcy
Kaptur during a tour of agriculture areas of Lucas and Fulton
counties.
Kaptur. D-Toledo, said she
has not decided how to vote on
the 5-year bill, but is most concerned how it will affect family
and young farmers, those who
have most loudly protested recent government policies.
The bill has been criticized for
not doing enough to reverse the
trend of small farm foreclosures. It falls in between the

DAVE STUDENKA, a Fulton
County grain and tomato
farmer, told Kaptur the program could lead to abuses that
would favor large farms over
small ones.

"To me, It looks like a problem. A lot of the larger farmers
lust set aside the worst ground.
You have to have a system to
make sure they set aside some
of your good land, too. Otherwise, it doesn't do any good."
Stnrtenka. who farms 600
acres, said current programs
designed to aid farmers have
been fruitless.
"The government program, to
be totally honest, it stinks," be
said."With everything they say
they're doing, we're still selling
wheat for » a bushel. In 196?.
you could get $3 for wheat. The
cost of farming keeps going up,
but the prices naven't changed.
It's to the point where I work all
the time and I don't even make a
decent living."

50*off 1 dozen
Doughnuts with coupon

Fleecy Sweatshirts
Asst. Styles

25% OFF

25% OFF
25% OFF

All sale merchandise
(does not apply to above items)

Visa

8:00 p.m.

Leather & Vinyl Styles

DeductEXTRA25%OFF

■at*

Gish Thaoter
Frea

m

25% OFF

CffMPUS FILMS
Fri./Sot. S«pt. 27,28
210 MSC
7:30, 9:45, Midnight
$1.50w/BGSUIO

Handbags

Danskin Leotards
Entire Stock

We deliver 7Mam to 9" weekdays, 7" lo lO"
Saturday, No delivery Snn.

Thursdoy. Sept. 26

GIVEN THIS trend, it said, "we can project the potential for
substantial oil discovery and production to the middle of the 21st
century."
The report dismissed what it called "the commonly held
assumption" that discoveries have dropped because of a decline
in exploration caused by a current surplus in world oil supplies.

^Cardigans & Jacket Sweaters
Asst Styles & Colors

Expires 10/8/85
998 S. Main
352-4162

THE KINO AND I

WASHINGTON (AP) - The world appears to have enough oil
to last until the mid-21st century, the U.S. Geological Survey
said yesterday.
But, it said, because most of the known and undiscovered
reserves are found principally in the Middle East, Americans
can expect to face several repetitions of the energy crises of the
1970.
In a 25-page report, "World Petroleum Resources," the
government geologists said their survey of potential oil-bearing
formations around the globe indicates there are none equivalent
to those in the Middle East.
The study said discoveries of new oil appear to be on a
permanent decline from a high of some 35 billion barrels per
year in the 1960s to between 10 billion and 15 billion barrels
annually in recent years.

WEEKEND
SPECIALS
Thurs., Fri., Sat.

The Getaway

Take-off aborted
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
Eastern Airlines shuttle flight
to New York aborted takeoff
at National Airport yesterday
afternoon and went into a
grassy area off a runway,
police said. An eyewitness
said the plane swerved to
avoid a helicopter.
"As far as we know, there
are only minor injuries," said
Joanne Marcus, a dispatcher
for suburban Arlington
County, Va., police.
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DORSEY DRUG
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BG wins 3-0; Jackson ties mark
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter
Bowling Green forward Mark
Jackson was more excited about
the Falcons' win than tying Neil
Ridgway 's career goal record at
37.
The senior co-captain also
added an assist to lead BG to a 30 win over Eastern Michigan
Wednesday at Mickey Cochrane
Field.
"It feels great to tie the record," Jackson said. "But I'm
more hapr.y with winning the
S;ame. We piayeii roeat. I afciost
orgot what it felt like to win a
game it has been so Um<f."
The Falcons snapped a threegame losing streak with the win
over the Hurons and raised their
record to 2-6-1. The last win for
the Falcons was a 2-1 victory
over Creighton in the Toledo
Tnist/BGSU Soccer Cup, Sept.
7.
Jackson's goal came at the
68:14 mark off an assist from
sophomore midfielder Larry
Valbuena. Valbuena lofted a
high kick to Jackson deep in
EMU territory and Jackson beat
Huron goalkeeper Jeff Metz
with a low kick into the left
corner of the net.
"I DREW him (Metz) out and
then faked him into going
down," Jackson said. "Once you

Mark Jackson
have the goalie on the ground,
Chave him beat. I shot down
behind him which is the
hardest place for a goalie to
defend. I usually don't take that
much time, but I wanted it real
bad."
Sophomore forward Steve
Aleric gave BG all the scoring it
needed at the 4:26 mark, He
headed a perfect crossing pass
from Jackson past Metz to give
the Falcons a 1-0 advantage.

Junior midfielder Nan Chui
Shin scored BG's second goal at
the 7:56 mark on a penalty kick.
Freshman goalkeeper Jeff
Vincent gained his first collette win and shutout by keeping
Hurons (3-4) in check the
rest of the game.
"It feels great to get the first
win and have it be a shutout,"
Vincent said. "The defense did a
real nice job and controlled the
ball better."
BG coach Gary Palmisano
said one of the team's goals
coming into the game was to
shutout the Hurons.
"WE HAVE had a number of
goals this year, but don't come
away with wins," he said. "So
we wanted a shutout. We're
tired of giving up goals."
Senior co-captain Drew Dawson moved back from his midfielder's spot to play sweeper for
the injured Joe Petzker. Palmisano said Dawson's leadership
qualities make him a natural for
sweeper.
"Leadership is a key for a
sweeper," he said. "Drew has a
lot of quickness which helps him
get to a lot of balls. He did a real
nice too."
Palmisano said the entire defense did a good job at beating
the Hurons to free balls.
"In the first half we weren't
winning the air balls and we just
weren't getting to the spots, he
said. "But in the second half, we
won the air balls."

THanA*
with coupon

DESPITE THE good performance, Palmisano was upset
with BG's inability to controlthe
tempo of the game after it
gained the 2-0 advantage.
"That's the problem, we
didn't control the pace of the
game," he said. "Instead, we
were content at playing at
EMU's pace. After we went up.
we got over-anxious. We played
50-60 minutes of soccer like it
was the last minute of the
game."
The Falcons host Akron, the
second-ranked team in the mideast region, Saturday at 4 p.m.,
but Jackson isn't making any
predictions for the recordbreaking goal.
"I didn't even know I was
about to tie the record," he said.
"I just want us to have a good
showing against Akron so we
can come out of it with our heads
held high."
BG Newt/Alex Horvath
Bowling Green's Gary Mexicotte chases the ball in second half action
of yesterdays BG-Eastern Michigan soccer match at Mickey Cochrane
Field. The Falcons won the game 3-0 to raise their record 2-5-1.
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ANY LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA
$5.95
we deliver

EMU coach Chris Corteg,
whose team is now 0-5 in the
series against the Falcons, said
BG was simply bigger and
stronger.
"We have always had trouble
against BG," Corteg said. "But
today they were more physical
than us and quicker getting to
the ball. They played well and
deserved to beat us."

352-3551

C>* Starting as low as UCfr
10.00 per day
10* per mite'
Must be 21 yrs. old

e

SMITH AUTO SALES
17715 N. Dixie HWY.

352-4324
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£?3
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MINI-COURSE
REGISTRATION

WINE SHOP
Stop in and pick up one of our
Early Morning papers.

Now through Friday, Sept. 27
Sign-ups are being taken in the
UAO office, 3d floor, Union.
Choose from these classes:
First AM
Free
Mon. & Wed.
7 p.m.-8 p.m.

Wardrobe Consulting
$20.00
Tues. & Thurs.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.

Sign Language
$25.00
Wed.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.

Golf
$20.00
Mon., Tues., & Wed.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.

Mixology
$40.00
Tues. & Thurs.
8 p.m.-9 p.m.

Bicycling
$15.00
Tues.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.

Beginning Piano
$20.00
Wed., 9 p.m.-10 p.m.
Thurs., 8:30^:30 p.m.

Beginning Needlecraft
$15.00
Mon.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.

Archery
$15.00
Tues. & Thurs.
8 p.m.-9 p.m.

Tennis
$20.00
Tues. & Thurs.
6 p.m.-7 p.m.
Mon. & Wed
6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m

Beginning Photography
Beginning Typing
$40.00
$15.00
Mon. & Thurs.
Thurs.
7:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
s-^
W&

Cooking Right Along
$25.00
Mon., 6 p.m.-8 p.m.

Fresh Baked Goods
French Loaves .50*
Fresh Buns
Sweet Rolls
Croissants

(includes 1 free
Columbian coffee)

i
i

i

■kPlain Dealer
*L/.S.A. Today
* Wall Street Journal
^Toledo Blade
* Sentinel Tribune
* Sunday M Y. Tl\
*BG News

j
Hoars:

Across from Harshman Quad
onWoosterSt. 353-5731

Monday-Saturday
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 Midnight
Sunday
10:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Cold King Kegs, 24 Returncibles.

Sunday
Wine Sales
We Have Long Neck Returnables,
Coolers(Bartles and James,
Seagrams, California, White
Mountain, two liter Sun and
Calvin Rasberry)

2 Liter Pepsi & Pepsi Light $1.09
Lay's Doritos

7v,«.$1.09

6 pack R.C. Cola

$1.29

POST-OFF ON BUD, BUD
LIGHT,UTEinl2packcans
MYLES

RACKETEER'S
in
UP

For more information call 372-2343

Buy One Bagel
with Creme Cheese
and receive 1 Free;i

7 •

mi U.U. BUILD!'.

Your Party Headquarters J /

Now, choose the eye cblor
that's just right for you.
Ask us about NaturalTint "soft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.
When you wont to change your natural eye color, liven up
your eyet with NaturalTint «ott contact lenses. Available
In cryttal blur aqua, jade and sable, they'll help you look
your best while Improving your vision. Of court*. the only
way to find out how good you'll look I* to try on a pair
of NaturalTint lanui for yoursetf. Call ui today for on
appointment.

Contact SpoctoU
B A L Natural Tint Contacts
'75.88
B & I Extended Wear Contacts
'59.00
Permo Flex Extended-Wear Contacts . . . . '89.00
Hydron Daily Wear Soft Lenses
'39.88
Professional Fees & Sterilization Extra
Eyas Examined by Dr. S. ShlH

Burlington Optical Inc.
HI* I. Weester, Stssfcl Wexe, Besritaf Ores* 1S1-3S33
IN**. teyeolet M., Toledo MI-20M
SMSSytvanle Ave.. Toledo473-111*
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Confidence vaults Collas to top
Heights native said. "Just those
few words meant a lot to me.
"Nora urged me to keep training and kept telling me that I
was better than I thought," Collas said. "Also, I figured that
she was my identical twin so I
should be able to do a lot better."
Nora also inadvertantly
helped her sister become a
member of the United States
team at the Maccabiah Games
in Israel this summer. The
Games, held for Jewish athletes,
had representatives from 38
countries.
"I was at the Penn Relays and
had on my sister's Houston shirt
and a coach thought I was Nora
and asked me to fill out an
application for the meet," Collas

by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter
After struggling through her
freshmen year of running at
Bowling Green, Sara Collas returned home for the summer.
What happened that summer,
however, altered her running
future dramatically.
"I told myself that I wasn't
doing as well as I could," said
Collas, a former walk-on. "I
knew I had potential so I simply
increased my self-confidence.
People don't realize that running is 90 percent mental."
When she returned for the first
cross-country meet of the 1983
season, Collas showed the confidence she spoke of by moving
from the number 20 runner on
the team to the top spot. The
meet left Collas with a feeling
she will always remember. It
was certainly an experience
BG's cross-country coach Sid
Sink will never forget.
"I tell her story to all of the
freshmen because it shows what
a big part confidence plays In
sports, Sink said.
Collas credits her success and
confidence to Sink and her twinsister, Nora, who is an outstanding runner for the University of
Houston.
"SID SAW me run we'J in a road
race that summer and told me
that he expected me to be in the
front that year," the Cleveland

Collas ran extremely well at
the Maccabiah Games, winning
the half-marathon and finishing
second to her sister in the 3,000
meters. Collas was happy with
the meet, but was especially
impressed by the country.
■"Israel was beautiful," Collas
said. "The people there are so
special because of their sincerity. I made some friends there
that I still keep in touch with."
THIS YEAR at BG, Collas is
undefeated in three meets and
was particularly impressive last
weekend at the Miami Invitational where she broke the course
record by 50 seconds. The indi-

Sara Collas
vridual win was not important to
ner, however, because the team
lost.
"I want our team to win the
Mid-American Conference meet
and qualify for the Nationals,

r

but I don't like to set personal
goals," the senior tn-captain
said. "I don't like to set goals
because I may fall short of my
expectations and would get discouraged. A runner has to have
self-satisfaction or they won't
run well."
Sink, on the other hand, said
Collas could challenge the
school record of 17:19 for 5,000
meters. The indivdual MAC
crown, which has evaded her the
past two years when she finished
fifth and third respectively, is
also within her reach.
"Sara's running so well right
now and the confidence level is
so high that she could do it, "Sink
said. "She's one of the best runners the women have ever had
at BG and a good leader.
"Running is very important to
her but she's an effervescent
individual who likes to have
fun," he said. "She's a hard
worker and I've enjoyed seeing
her mature over the years."

Featuring: gaming
tournaments
mfgrs., auction,
demonstrations
movies, prizes
& more
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contact:

FUTURE

LIMIT 1

MAXELL 2 PACK

413-531-B540

2nd & 4th Sat.
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
352-5446
Al. Cans - 1571b.

25%
off
Ready-set-go

action sweats
Sale 7.50
to 13.50

Taking first place for color
and comfort: fleecy sweats
of acrylic/cotton or acrylic/
cotton/polyester. In lots of
action-fashion solids.
Men's sizes S,M.L.XL
Reg.
Sale
Hooded pullover
sweatshirt
$15 11.25
Drawstring
sweatpants
$10
7.50
Not shown:

FLEX 15

$1.

LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 10-245

■ ST ATI COUPON!

oz.

$1.

LIMIT 1 EACH

ALLY

PHOTO ALBUMS
20 PAGES

$2.

LIMIT I

EXPIRES 10 2 85

STATE COUPON

HALLS

COUGH DROPS

99*

' TABS

UH|T

1 _ EXPIRES 10-2.15 |

ISTATt COUPON!

ACTIFED

$1.

12 TABLETS

.IMII I

EXPIRES 10 2 85

STATE COUPON

99*

«,.„,.,,,.

IT ATI COUP

•

IS

49*

5 GRAIN 100s
ilMII 1

ANDREW

mWrW«,DE.
MAND

EXPIRES TO 2 8^

$2«69

KODAK FILM

500 trig. - 100's

EVES.- ADULTS $3.50
WEDS. — ADULTS S2.00

1 MILK) i*MI
SSil
111)1)
."ROB
HAKE
tMILK)
3TEVEZ MOORE NIUJOJ
I LOWE W1NNINGHAM ESTEVEZ

99*

EXPIRES 10 2 85

STATE COUPON

ASPIRINS
30 A 9:30

49

LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 102-0*

VITAMIN C

\THtl

^T.El.MOSFlRE

£A

TATE COUPON]

PETER O'TOOLE
MARIEL HEMINGWAY

(POl

IP o. CASSETTE
EXPIRES 10 2 85

UDS I or II - 90 * • *

with POCKETS

THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID IDS
ONLY $2.00

N MAIN ST

°*4.
°

DREAM OF BLUE TURTLES

LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 10-2-03

The
Modneis

CLA-ZEL

£

STING

3 SUBJECT
NOTEBOOK

MICHAEL J.
FOX

7:30 ft 9:30

SUNDAY 10 to 6

TATE COUPON!

AND THE HOLY GRAIL
2ND WEEK! (R)

IMtt*£
10

ALBUM OF THE WEEK:

B.S.G.U.
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CIA ZEL

JISSE
H

FRI4.SAT.9 10

110 or 135 -- 24 Exposure

MONTY
PYTHON
INEMA1&2

0«N MON. THRU THURS. 9 1o 9

special Guest steve Jackson

MIDNITE SHOW

CINEMA 182

902 E.WOOSTER -- Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352-3951
SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS

LIMIT I

BG Recycling Center
515 E. Poe (across horn College Park)

RECYCLE

•HEALTH A BEAUTY AIDS
„ -RECORDS and CASSETTES

SHAMPOO or CONDITIONER

Alum. Cans, Glass, Newspapers, Used
Motor Oil and Receive An Entry Blank

DONT THROW MONEY AWAY!

'BEER A WINE

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Sept.

Register during Sept. & Oct.
at the Recycling Center
To:

•SCHOOL SUPPLIES
'

ARM & HAMMER3

WIN $100.°°

Bring:

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

m

\\\\\m i ^

JCPenney

iowllng Green

Men., Thura. A Frl. 'til 9; Tim., Wed. A Set. 'til 3:30; tun. 1] 'til 3

EXPIRES 10 2 85

STATE COUPON

TAMPAX

$3.

TAMPONS
40 COUNT

LIMIT 1 - EXPIRES 10.2-0*

TATE COUPONl

QUQDQNQ

VIVARIN

$3.

40 TABS

LIMIT 1

DRY IDEA

EXPIRES 10 2 BS

"ATI COUPON

ROLL ON
DEODORANT
1.5 oz.

Your Choice of Any

Mexican Combo
or Grand Burrito +
a Margarita for
$
4.96
SCOTCH UTILITY TAPE
RK2
3 for $ 1."

LIMIT * - EXPIRES 10-2-OJ
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C-64 uaars group now lormlng for 2nd graat
year Over 1000 programa a team. Only 15
tor mambaraMp Flral meeting Ocl 3. Al 13
Hayaaal7 30.

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
ATEHCION ClUI ESPANOL
CONVERtAMOt A LA» 7:10
A MYLEt IL M Df $EPTrEMBRE
at HPER Third Annual
Sottbsl Socel Sunday. Sapl 29. 2 30 5 00
p.m. Fun, tood, and friends Bring your paranta
an laid behind Epptor NOTE SMO Ma|nri
Student, Parant. Faculty get together, aama
day. 1:00 p.m.. 119EPPC OonlmaaXalun'
SK)n up on 8us**nBosrd in Epcaw or Memorial
••Bueineea Majors"TONIGHT - MeFALL CENTER
DELTA SIGMA PI BUSINESS FRATERNITY
mvrles you to
MFO MTE 7 30 p m
COME SEE WHAT WE'RE ALL ABOUT
ITOMQHTII

SM

Europe and Earn 8 Hours of Cradrt

SUMMER STUDY IN FRANCE PROGRAM

Pnilll lIlMll I en beMf OZ "Joe. at the
Wees". Oraal Jab toe) wees with two ftaaaeranel Leee, yeas- OZ ekwsre

LAOA
Tha Lestatn and Oay Alanoa (LAOA) **" maa)
tonight In Iha Retooue Education Room of St
Thomaa Mora at 630 p m Opan to tha pubic
Bring a friend!

Opaxi aTTfoi n asWon rn»>*itlr»g
October 2. 1985. 9:00 p.m.
Tha Franch Houaa on Sorority Row

ATTBtTrON B.Q.t.U.
-80NME CHIPPED HER NALTHOUOHT YOUTJ LIKE TO KNOW

NOTICE" MEP PflE-BEOJSTBATION MEETHO" Al afamantary ad majors and atamantary
ed.rapecW ad dual and tnpra mafori who
■posed tor Spring. 1986 MEP are expected to
•Band na Pea Bag Meeting Thursday. Sap
tombar 28. 7 30-8 30 p m 816 Life S
Stog BE THEREI'

W.S.A JAPANESE COFFEE HOURS ON
THURSDAY SEPT 28 FROM 2 00-400
BASEMENT OF MOSELEY HALL. FREE REFRESHMENTS AND COFFEE EVERYONE
WELCOME

SOLUTrOtt

Amarfc—

Marketing

Aseocle-

Han's Haas loati - CotaAm aeon to B.Q.8.U.

DEADLINE FOR WASHINGTON CENTER INHRHstsP FOP. SPRNO »S It OCTOBER 1.
OON-T DELAY' At majors, ful credit, sottf■rstep I ststlll. Job contacts For more Mo
oomact 372-8202. 231 Adnwastiatuii BUg
CAMPUS OJRL SCOUTS
Al eercome Coma saa what ware about. Cat
372-3580 tor more deals.

LOST AND FOUND
loel - 2 ■ mis al Fat Feet 1 teal vast. 1
purple cerrjgan Please eel 5547 or 5842

FREE
can of

we deliver

LOST Gold Watch between Harehman and BA
Bufcang SENTIMENTAL VALUE' Please eel
372-4487.

Coke with any
small pizza

with coupon

LOST: ■Hsi'Slisa bfuejsan lackst with corduroy aim. Lost In Weal Hal Reward! OH 3723838 or 207 Proul.

352-3551

RIDES

V PogliaPs

RIDE NEEDEO TO/FROM O.U
27.26.29. Cat Mag at 364-7917.

Sept

Pizza • Pasta • Suds
1

Frmdailvary attar mm.

Pizza

945 S.Maln

FOUTSTYPP4G
Sl/psge (OS) on campus pick-up 4:00 p.m.
689-2679

352-7571

■'#

PORTABLE TOILET RENTAL
Free pickup e detvery
362-7318

RESUMES ANO COVER LETTERS
proteesioneey written lor el fields
Vary raaaonaots 362-3744
FIX IT ALL
ELECTRONICS
Qrve us s csl rl you've got s problem with alarm
docks dock radios, stereos, headphones.
TV s. tone, haf dryers Cat 2-5356

Free Delivery v* - coupon
Try our fabulous subs and keep this 32 oz. plastic collectors Coke Mug
full of Coke free^ffer limited while lUDDlieslau.

50' off any
Pasta Dinner

PAGLIAI'S

We Deliver

PERSONALS
AMY HARTNETT - A YEAR AOO TODAY
REEVES BRUSHED YOU OFF YOUR FEET,
AFTER YOUR DAD BRUSHED ANO CLEANED
Htt TEETHI CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
ALPHA PHI PEARLING WE ARE ALL SO
HAPPY! LOVE, YOUR SISTERS

352-7571

^m^Ms^^2ii>!^^^;iri^^\

I^The BG News"

Ssjma Ptl Epsaon Rob.
Shh! Be b*ry. bery quart...
We're hunting wabbrts'
Thsnka » s awaate of a guyl
That seat tie grislull Dee Dee

DUCKY FUZZ
Need your hot ante bod to swap me warm at
mghtl Your oozy yearning. FUZZY DUCK
ATTENTION NICOLE QENTTTII
I tova my anchor Mel You are the beat, and rm
super glad mat you found Dene Gamma, and
II Oeea Gemma HAS youll L.I.T.B., Vaneeaa
BQSU Mom I Dad Swsstemrts
Jeana N Ttwigs 631 RMge SI
Brenda KJrschen end Barry Furrer
CongreksaSorie on your Lambda Lambda
Larnbds-Mu sweJsnrigl Now Ma la official - I
guess he can eat your B Beat of Luck. Love

your Mu ewers
CAROS lor si occasions
Jeana N Thugs 531 Ridge
Opan Ions. ■ a p.m.
CARRE E GMMANI - HERE'S TO THE BEST
YEAH EVER1I JUST REMEMBER BQSU IS THE
BONO'' THAT KEEPS NT3U AND USAF AND
US TOGETHER YOU'RE THE GREATEST LOVE YA — CHRJSTB
CM Omegas
Beat ol luck tomorrow
n the SIGMA NU CARSTUFF
Lowe. Your ooaohaa
Corvjrstulsltons Wendy Jo on your KD-SAE
la sssrmg to Tim at Kant State You surprised
us eK Love m AOT, Your KD i
OAVTOI
"PANO"
YOU ARE #1 IV, MY LIFE ANO YOU MEAN
EVEAYThweO TO ME. THANKS FOR ALL THE
GOOD TIMES ANO FOND MEMORIES FROM
THE PAST TWO YEARS HERE'S TO MANY
MORE' I LOVE YOU 10 MUCH ANO MISS
YOU. ALWAYSN HAPPY ANNIVERSARY 11
ALL MY LOVE. SMILES

tKI ASPEN
•OtUtKICLUt
IW0RMAT1ONAL MEETrNQ
TWIalOAY, MQ, 970 OVERMAN
€ HOCKEY OFFICIALS EXPEP4ENCE NECESSARY - STOP M frlTTUIwURAL OFFICE 108 REC. CENTER
KAPPA DELTA COOKraVrMAaM
Sold Sap) 23-Oct 4 at your sorority houa*.
Sugar cookies decorated with the greek letters
of your choice DssVored Oct. 7 anywhere on
campus wet, your meaaaga Al tor Just 6011
Kspps Deaa Socks' Ccmmltlee.
Congrsaaaeone and THANKS for another lanlaatfc data party "KD HOE DOWN" VMS a huge
.ucoss.1 Keep up ale great workl
MATT GUNCXJNG
THANKSI WE OWE YA ONE
LOVE YA. IGMMa- AMD KOREV
"tea. It's net ray nsaalipiiilae," Boy were
at you. C.aajret.lewJiii Jennifer South i
roar Oeassse PN-ZST Hiat.iWy to i
Lorajawj
PNMu!
Our PN Mu retreat waa a Mast
The memoriee we mads wfl etwsys last
Thank you sctlvss for sharing the tun
Al of the PN Mu. together as one.
Webvayoul
ThePWs
PHOTO I.D.'a
Undsrgrsduete Ssjdanl Government sneour
age* students to gel the. photo ID'S token at
the Student Rec Center on the totowtng dasss:
Sept 23 - A-O: Sept 24 - H-M; Sept 26 N-S; Sept 28 - T-Z-

DUC, MUD, DAN, DAVE, PETE, ANO?:
Hope you re ready tor the best and Ml BOO ol
the season - at 6 on tha 29th — be prepared
to party ■ sunrisei The gtta Irom 608% E.
Wooster Paste. Tsmray, Jeeoute. Llss. Lorl

ALL YOUR TYPWG NEEDS
PROMPT ANO PROFESSIONAL
CALL CLARA 352-4017

Free 32 oz.
Mug of Coke
with any 7" Sub

Oolts ores* en . Oemme I

ATTENTION BQSU: TOOAY IS SUE RErCHERTS BRTHOAY WISH HER A HAPPY.
TERPJF1C. WONDERFUL 22nd> LOVE FROM
134.

FOUND: 1 set of Kays tost by a gtl at Vie AMA
BoMh at da Student OrgantzalUn Fa*. Cat
354-8279 to Heresy
LOST 1 pa* ol CABRERA aunglaaaaa $20
reword. Cat 352-9230.

tHHHI HUM'S THE WORDI
1HHHI MUM'S THE W0R0I
WttMllaVirt THE WORDI
SIOAIANUSOET READY FOR THE BEST WARM-UP YOU
HAVE EVER HAD! WE'RE LOOWNO FORWARD TO A GREAT PARTY WITH YOU QUYSi
LOVE. THE DEE ZEES

You ere always with i
I wlati you ccnehued
Your number one Ian
I toveyou forever

PICK UP YOUR MUMS
FRIDAY. IIFTfsf R 27, 1Mi
•ETWEEN 10-00 aja.-8M p.m.
IMMHI HUrt THE WORD

FVs, Sigma cure. PI Kapp'a - We are looking
forward to s great Greek Week" Let's let Mo a
early with Happy Hours at Mark's at 4-6 on
Friday - Love, the Alpha Phi's!
Get involved! Appecacone are sal resstili for
Undsrgrsduete Student Government cabinet
aaaatarn* In the USQ office. 406 Student
Services Oat Involved In the voice of the
sludsntsl
Gat Psyched for Falcon Footoal
930 Psych-Up st Mark's PUza
LIVE BROADCAST from 10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
00 FALCONS
OREEK WEEK 'IS
Ceieorstlng BOtU't 75th Anrwrersary
toon. tepL M - teL Oct I
Hatl.
Even though you are at XU

OUEtTIOtt WHO WeU. BE THE MtT FRATERNITY/tOBOrllTY PAIRING OURINQ
OREEK WEEK7
ANSWER: FMO OUT ANO TAKE PART,
MOR-tATI

mOarn
Never knew tove courd be tins FANTASTICI
«OXO - Kel
FeJMMAQE SALE. 1st Chrtoasn Church. Haskme at Poe, Frl 9-6, Set. 6-12

RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum.
50' extra per ad lor bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

NOTICE: The News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately il there is an error in your ad. The news will not b*
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

14
15
16
17
20

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

21
22
23
24
28

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to tappear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

29
30
33
34
35
36
40
41
42
43
44
45
47

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus S City Events*
Wanted
Lost 4 Found
Help Wanted
Rides
For Sale
For Rent
Services Offered
Personals
* Campus/City Event ads are published free ol charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only.

ji-.

52
53
56
60
61
62
63

Date* of intertlon .

Total number of days .

48
49

Ma. to: (On or Off-Carnpua Mai)
Trie BG News
214 West Had BQSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

64

66

DOWN
1 Chsllenge
2 Coach Sl»gg

ptedee. Coesrsliri.llu.ie Cetfeen Parry on
yew pssetkMj to trleiu Lore, your Oemwia PM
LSAT • MCAT • GMAT ' ORE
NET • CPA PREVIEW • NCLEX
STANLEY KAPLAN ED CENTER
NO. 1 M TEST PREPARATION
(419)538-3701 TOLEDO

3 Aka George
Herman Ruth
4 See 20 Across
5 Restrain a roan
6 LmkM
7 Anagram tor
raid
8 Space vehicle
9 FI**tC InC
10 Primer smerk
11
meler
12 Bank offering
13 TV host Alton
18 Fad
19 Hebrew pio
DM
23 Punjab pram
pusher
24 "...llov*
"
25 Knockout
26 Lov* symbol
27 Misplsysd
28 Rocks: Comb,
lorm
29 Th* king. In
Granada
30 City problem
31 Place lor a
b»c*«at?
32 Until now
34 Jokers

37 TownSEol
Leningrad
38 Nothing, In
Names
39 Washington's
wardrobe items
45 Ego*
46 MacLam* role
47 Coastline
leatura
48 Piscalor s n*t
49 Bril TV and
radio networks

We lake lop guetty. hand craned lleme in on
°vT*»»ral»JII. SM ua at Cotonet Reftoclione.
180* W. Wooster. 353-8677
1100.00 REWARD
Par awU sas tun t reoovsr, on Girls OassHne
Jean Jacket stolen tat. art. from Jeens N'
TNnge. nnorlpsl.n: Firael., blonde, s'l",
wsarlng brown prim skirt, light top, • w.lk■M. Jacket leacripMon: tnoVgo t dlstresssd
e*r*r.a» front with ensp overlay 1 Upper on
•rass, eleetK beck t cuffs, cotton lined with
OnUm lawilniad

WANTED Two paranta day show tickets Cat
Debbie. 354-199?
4 •oket* tor Letterman September 28
Cat 304-1410
ROOMMATE NEEDED to SUM.SSI for spring
■ llllletJT Ferrate, non-smoiung Nice, furrvehed spsrsneitl doee to campus Please eel
352-6814
I need a roommate' Apt. 1SA Fran*. Nice 1
bedroom. S175. si utsWes paid Csl Bryen si
362-7927.
I NEED 4 tlcksts to th* Robert Klein 1 The
Utstrmen Show Any seetlng! Cat Andy 26461.
1 sr 1 liaatln la SUBI.IM spsnresnl lees
then on* bleck from eempua. tortng s*m*sstr only. UN tor one or till tor two 1
stectric. Cell 152-1400.

HELP WANTED

Edits, by Trade Mich*I Jaffa
1
5
10

ACROSS
Touch** llghtry
Refrain sounds
Member of *
pod
P»rtof2IOown
Aurtculat*
Baseball family
name
Aka Bob Dylan
Compass
points
Companion of
ooned
Bent
Like vimage
win*
Mln*acc*ss
Nora of A
Doll's Hous*'
Waliach and
VrVhilney
Motorist sorg
Assam
silkworm
Disagree
TLC dispensers
Aka Am* Shaw
Fwnalarull
P*ddock
par*nts
Hercul**'caplive
Grid goals
Lamarr
Royal sesl
Author Fleming
*1*l
Indian weights
Shutout, in
sports
Pilot's place
El
Akalvcaol
entertainment
Algonquin
First set II
author
Key I*t1*r
Piac* lor • catbird'
Th* lndl*s. to
Parisians (with
'L*e"l
Gal way Bay
isto*

WEEK 'so
WEEK '•!
WEEK 15

1 msl* roommate needed for hous* on E
Wooster across from Sigma Nu CM 891 -8378
or 362-0000.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals.

TttA CwVOtUEANI AH tO HAPPY ABOUT YOUR LAV ALIEMNO
TO THAT WONOERFUL SAE TOM JACKSE.
LOVE YOU, DIANE
Undergrsduste Student Government w* accept
aprsVeataiw tor Cabinet aeslstsnts through
October 1 Poemona hcajde assistants to
Ssjdent Weeare: Pubsc Resstlona. Academic
Affelrs; Treaeurer. NsOonsl. State, and Corrmunsy AtWrs: snd University Commatooe Coordlraaora Get Invotvedl Applications are avassble
m 405 Student Service.

WANTED

President: Becky Cawhtra
Vice Pres.: Dana Bond
Secretary: Diane Skerl
Treasurer: Andrea Cardamone
Philanthropy: Eileen Dunn
Enrichment: Michele Hopkins
NMPC: Cathy Hoeffel
NMPC: Lorri Gorno
Social: Kathy Halas
Scholarship: Kelley Baker

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays)

T1U CMOUEAR - COI404«T1XATIONt
ON YOUR ALPHA PHV4AI LAVALIER-M TO
TOR JACKtt AMD TO THINK YOU MET ON
THAT WONOERFUL DRIVE TO ALPHA PHI
FOIMMl OEHERTI UUJT YEAR. WE ARE
ALL VERY HAPPY FOR YOU TWO.
LOW. YOUR tssTERt OF ALPHA PW

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OF NW OHIO
920 N lastn St., BG
CarlMsntkaVpersonel csre
Speoel Rslee BQSU students
WlflVWalfieTI AppOailiiaWltS
364-3640

CONGRATULATIONS
DELTA ZETA
PLEDGE CLASS
OFFICERS

.Classified InformationMail-In Form

I Orkwee. Then* yeu for being the best
pert ol . perfect Saturday ewnmg. I hop*
asare tM be aasny rwora to sslssw. — Qwld

i LiOllll I need to danoa for you
Partee. bnhdaya. and ems* get-togethers are
nw specialty Mare dsneer For more Info 3723482.

FALL INTO
FALL INTO
FALL INTO

USonliuri

tKI THE BUT
tKI AIPEN
FfLat TOreXJHT
TMJMMAV. 1:00, 070 OVERMAN
tOtU tKICLUt

50
51
52
53
54
56
57
56

Attrsct
Specially
Large group
A "Sllkwood'
star
Greek letter
Dizzy of th*
diamond
nil > II
Author

Dnghion
59 Cegers'org

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PU771F

tJIIULJ UUUULJ ^ULIU
HHHM If llllli. Mill in

wfffiEMttfMY«ffT^
IIHI.1

UHHHHII
I;HJI.II:IHIi M..II4M
UMIJLIII Mill.II kill III
ui.H'Jiji;iuui;innui.ii;iijLi
I.IUI.III llllHIl IIMMIHI
Hill.Ill- ULIUUllll
.JMHMI.I.I
Ml.lfJ
Mill! I JIIUIlMIIUilM IM
UMHI1I ILIUM IH MIIMLJ
llllllll UMMUIJ
lllllia)
ULJULJ_UIJUL1U lifJlllJ
aV7nu

PHYSICAL THERAPIST
The VA Outpsbent CMC, Ccaumbus. OH. hse
sn Immsrtsti opening tor e scensed Pheyicel
ThsrspM. We ere located on the West cempus
ol Ohio State University We offer a competitive
salary snd sn sxceeent benefit package Including pstd vacation and atok team* Came hours
ere from Bern 4:30pm Mon-Fn New graduate,
are welcome to spply. For more riformellon
cat 614/469 7363 or write to Personnel
84rrlo». VA Outpatient Ctrac, 2000 ruinny
Road. ColumOus. OH 43221 The Veterans
Ao^srastrMon Is sn equal opportunity smPtover
Need Math tutor for course 127 Evsninga Csl
362-3202
Exp*ns«c*d stable hato wanted Sal t Sun
8-6 Cat John at 1 -874-3055 Ptryaburg.

FOR SALE
Ne«l to New Shop he* sum. coats, slacks I
jsans. etarts. .» .stsrs t Mouaee tor everyone:
housswsree. Jsweay Tuss 10-4, Frl 1-7, St.
WS School
HlaT* Deed Fumaure. Rudolph
Open 6-8 Monday-Friday

888-3261

Lsdwa 3 speed Huffy. $50 00 Maple dresser
Wooden desk I wal mirror 3 ft « 0 It. Cat
364-7127.
1976 Reneul Le Car. 4 speed. AM-FM Cess
Vsry good conoaon, run* wet. greel gas
"ssso*. tSSO.OO Cal alter 3 30 p m 3543601. eek for Ed
1972 Chrysler Newport Run* wal. Bee good
needs minor work, good winter or sroundlown
car. 1176 CM 3641140.
FOR SALE: TECHNfCS RECEIVER
46
WATTS. OtGTTAL. PRESET STATIONS AND
MORE EXCELLENT CONDTTION $225 00
PHONE 353-2609
'78 Peso Rune great, snow are*, great stereo.
good on gas $850 or beat offer 363-0808
78 Camaro. 3 spaed, new paint, dutch, front
and $2,200 Cal 362 7153
4 Hckets to Letterman concert
1362-8161 or 372-6231
BEST OFFER: 2 L Rm Chairs, shadow bo,
IsawMtll. MohanMMa. 1972 Yameha 250cc
needs work $60. Cat 362-4223
Stereo wati AMrFM radki. tumtsble. t S-kack
w«h stand Cal 352-2605 Irom 8-6
14 cu ft GE reftlg w/beer dstrjsnalng kit Cal
362-2110 snsr 6 00pm

FOR RENT
2 bedroom aparsnant doss to Unrvsrsity ako a
1 roost sraolency wan usssa* pud, 362-6822.
Prat* i* 4^ew res v«eww

aV7r*S

